PARAPHRASE IN THE GENRE SYSTEM OF PIANO TRANSCRIPTIONS OF FRANZ LISZT

Purpose of the research is to reveal the location of Paraphrase in the genre system of Franz Liszt's pianistic transcription heritage. Methodology. The research methodology is based on the principle of historicism, system approach, genre analysis, methods of intonation-dramaturgy, and structural-functional analysis. Scientific novelty. The place of Paraphrase in the system of genres of the transcriptional sphere of F. Liszt was revealed; artistic methods and principles, operating in time-space Liszt's "Rigoletto. Paraphrase de Concert" were established; the content of the Paraphrase concept in the legacy of F. Liszt is clarified. Conclusions. A review of the scientific literature has made it possible to determine the place of the Paraphrase genre in the hierarchical system of piano transcriptions as a species, along with Reminiscences which goes back to the genus Fantaisie and the type of Transcription. Paraphrases in the works of F. Liszt appear at a later stage than the Reminiscences ("Ernani. Paraphrase de Concert" - 1849, revised in 1859, "Rigoletto, Paraphrase de Concer" - 1859). It is revealed that in the work of F. Liszt Paraphrase does not play the role of genre generalization in the system of writings of the transcriptor sphere, and Reminiscences, having reached the heyday phase, has a significant impact on the interpretation of Paraphrase, the essence of which is the transformation from salon into a concert genre. At the same time, fragments from operas remain the object of the Paraphrase replay, and the method of recomposition is retelling of fragments of operatic memories. "Rigoletto is analyzed. Paraphrase de Concert" of F. Liszt allowed to reveal artistic methods and principles that operate in time-space compositions. The use of the reminiscence method is manifested in the conceptualization of the genre and philosophical interpretation of the operatic prototype. The interaction of the reminiscence method with fantasy is evidenced by the free sequence of episodes of the fragment of the quartet from the third act of the opera by G. Verdi. The process of synthesis is the interaction of genres of transcription, fantasy, reminiscences, opera, features Capriccio, which unites the style of Paraphrase. The method of symphonism is expressed in a through development, and the method of Shakespearization is in gravitation towards drama, in an effort to philosophical generalization. Among the principles applied by F. Liszt there are the laws of transcendental virtuosity and concerts. The innovative interpretation of Paraphrase in the works of F. Liszt marks the beginning of a new stage in the history of the genre.
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Relevance of the research. Ambiguity, which takes place in the scientific literature in connection with the genre differentiation of transcriptions, is provoked by the historical and artistic situation characteristic of the era of their emergence in the works of F. Liszt. Most Transcriptions were written by the composer during the concert period, in connection with which the creative freedom inherent in these works provided the appearance of liberty to publishers, journalists and critics, who allowed themselves freely to determine the author's genre name of works of this type, calling them Fantaisie, then Reminiscences, then Paraphrase. Theoretical propositions concerning the development of principles for the classification of transcriptions are projected in this study on the works of F. Liszt to elucidate the specific role of Paraphrase in the system of genres of the transcriptor sphere of the composer.

Among Liszt's pianistic transcriptions, the notoriously studied area is the compositions designated by the composer as Paraphrase, which was provoked by a different interpretation of their genre interpretation. The relevance of the study is due to the need to establish a unified scientific approach to the genre interpretation of Paraphrase as an artistic phenomenon.

The purpose of the research is to reveal the place of Paraphrase in the genre system of F. Liszt's pianistic transcription heritage.

The scientific novelty of the study lies in the fact that the place of Paraphrase in the genre system of the transcriptional sphere of F. Liszt was revealed for the first time; artistic methods and principles, operating in time-space sheet "Rigoletto. Paraphrase de Concert " were established; the content of the Paraphrase concept in the legacy of F. Liszt was clarified.

Statement of basic materials. A significant problem in musicology, designated by N. Ivanci, is the same interpretation of "genetically related musical phenomena" [5, 7], which form a circle of transcriptions. G. Colton reveals the content of the problematic situation around Transcription, Arrangement, Reminiscences, Paraphrase, Fantaisie in the thesis "The Art of Piano Transcription in Critical Comments" [16]. Tracing the history of the development of transcription from the XIV and up to the end of the XX century, the researcher emphasizes that the genre he studies "reaches its climax in the XIX century" [16, 3]. G. Colton proposes to divide transcriptions into two classes. In his opinion, the first class is formed by the so-called "precise" transcriptions - simplified versions of the original for amateur, home-made music. The second class is the transcriptions used by concert pianists to demonstrate virtuosity. According to G. Colton's classification, the leafy Fantaisie, Reminiscences, Paraphrase should be attributed to the second class, as they were created for performance on the concert stage, including, for the demonstration of virtuosity. G. Colton as a demarcation proposed "transcription line" [16, 9], at one pole of which there are accurate transcriptions, on the other - paraphrases.

It is significant to divide the works created by creations of other authors, presented by N. Rimsky-Korsakov to solve the problem situation inherent in this research [12, 230]. Therefore, easy arrangements for amateur pianists, he means de facile, more complex compositions get de salon definition and, finally, virtuosic transcriptions - de concert. Taking into account the position of N. Rimsky-Korsakov, Paraphrase F. Liszt should be attributed to transcriptions de concert.

Differentiating the content of the terms "transcription" and "arrangement," scientists demonstrate the lack of a unified approach to the definition of these genre definitions. Thus, S. Davis, for example, believes that "transcription should achieve greater fidelity to the original than the arrangement" [17, 218], and according to E. Howard-Jones, "Arrangement is a play on notes on another instrument, and transcription is a recre-
A. Dolzhansky in the definition of transcription indicates that transcription is translated from Latin rewriting (italics mine, N.Z.), and gives two interpretations of the concept: 1. "The same as the arrangement", the arrangement. 2. "Same as fantasy or paraphrase" [2, 297]. The researcher does not distinguish between transcription, arrangement, fantasy and paraphrase, not taking into account that the freer transcription, the scale of rewriting becomes less critical. As for paraphrases, the creation of the works of this genre does not imply rewriting, since this is a retelling of the episode of opera that was heard and remembered.

G. Colton emphasizes that in the XIX century "works for solo transcendent virtuosity, in which melodies, usually from operas, were reworked" were popular, for example, F. Liszt "Rigoletto. Paraphrase de Concert". Such plays could also be called Fantasia and Reminiscences and were distinct from works that were exact transcriptions" [16, 7]. The researcher is inclined to define almost all free transcriptions of F. Liszt as Paraphrase. This position is discussed and cannot be unconditionally referred to an array of free virtuoso transcriptions of the romantic composer. For the composition of Paraphrase F. Liszt allowed himself to address only in 1849, when the concert period in the biography of the composer ended and the reminiscence approach to the "recompositions" of the opera prototype was formed and repeatedly tested in his work.

Developing the principles of the differentiation of transcriptions, G. Colton proceeds from the nature and scale of the transformation of "alien material," not taking into account his (that is, someone else's) properties. At the same time, it seems that it is the properties and the volume of "foreign material" that appear as the most important basis for intra-genre differentiation of transcriptions. The common property of transcriptions is the presence of "playback object" [14, 115], the scale and type of development of which changes depending on the genre orientation: in Fantasia "object play" is the theme of the opera, in the Paraphrase - a fragment of the opera works, in Reminiscences - opera whole, subjected to composer conception. The criteria for the differentiation of transcriptions are thus: 1. the type of functioning of the object of reproduction (theme, fragment or artistic integrity); 2. The method of his composer's re-creation (the presence or absence of composer conception).

One cannot but agree with N. Rezheninova that modern practice is characterized by "the variability in the solution of the problem of definition in domestic and foreign dictionaries" [13, 133]. N. Rezheninova's attempt to create "a more objective picture of the definition of criteria" [13, 134] leads to the discovery of the most universal, in her opinion, term - "transposition" as "an auxiliary tool for the formulation of... definitions"... "Arrangement," "Processing", "Transcription" [13, 134]. Transcription, in the opinion of the researcher, has "an independent artistic significance," although, like the arrangement, is a transposition of a musical composition.

Thus, if we compare the classification of G. Colton and the conclusions of N. Rezheninova, the following differences become apparent. The first class of transcriptions according to G. Colton - exact transcriptions, according to N. Rezheninova - arrangements; second class in the work of the American scientist are free transcriptions, "recomposition," which corresponds to the work of N. Rezheninova interpretation of transcriptions as "creative processing," which from the nineteenth century became an independent concert genre that concerns Fantasia and Paraphrase, then considering them related terms, N. Rezheninova based on the definition of the "Encyclopedic Music Dictionary" edited by B.S. Shteynpressa and I.M. Yampolsky, would, in her view, to differentiate these two concepts: "Paraphrase <...> is similar in type to free fantasy, but differs from it by a simpler construction" [13, 380]. That is, only the simplicity or complexity of construction is the criterion for the differentiation of paraphrases and fantasies. At the same time, the researcher emphasizes that this concerns the structure, the formation, but not the level of the "degree of transformation of the source" [13, 134]. Important, in our opinion, is N. Rezheninova’s conclusion about the "principle of variation in the existence of original works" [13, 135], which is why the problems of creating a terminology base arise. After all, Paraphrase, Fantasia, and Reminiscences have a common "external structure," at the same time their "internal structure" is different. Based on the same phenomenon - the opera, Paraphrase is a "story about him," and Fantasia and Reminiscences express "his attitude towards him" [1, 17]. Paraphrase refers to the epic since it is an action given through a story; opera-action as a show-belongs to the theater, and Reminiscences and Fantasia as genres related to the expression of the author's attitude to this action belong to the sphere of lyrics (according to M. Aranovsky [1, 19]).

Relying on the provisions of the above-mentioned studies, as well as the work of A. Zharkov [3], N. Prokina [11], I. Timchenko-Byhun [15], it seems expedient to develop an original interpretation of the paraphrase genre, based on its location in the system of products of the transcriptor sphere in F. Liszt's piano art.

In the "Music Encyclopedia" paraphrase (from the Greek - retelling) is interpreted as "widespread in the nineteenth-century designation of virtuosic instrumental fantasies, mainly for pianoforte, on topics of popular songs, opera arias, etc. These themes are often subjected to a significant transformation in Paraphrases, appear in new relationships with each other. Most of the Paraphrase belongs to salon music" [10, 178]. Given this definition, the same interpretation of Paraphrase and Fantasia can hardly be justified. But important here is the recognition that "some artistically significant Paraphrases were created by Liszt" [10,
At the same time next to "Rigoletto. Oper von Verdi Konzert-Paraphrase" indicates "Polonaise" from the opera by Pyotr Tchaikovsky "Eugene Onegin," not designated by the composer as Paraphrase. J. Milstein, who developed the differentiation of F. Liszt's transcriptions and gave definitions of Fantasy, Reminiscences, Paraphrase, Illustration, Processing and Score, believes that in F. Liszt's work "paraphrase means a work consisting of a developed retelling of a musical theme borrowed from someone else's work (mostly \[\ldots\] from the opera)" [6, 297]. If Paraphrase (according to J. Milstein) is a "retelling of a musical theme," then Reminiscences - memories of opera as integrity, in Fantaisie transcription subject (themes) from the opera. Therefore, Paraphrase, Fantaisie and Reminiscences differ among themselves by the creative method of their recomposition.

According to the concept of E. Nazaykinsky [8], musical genres are divided into "types, classes, general and types of musical works" [8, 94]. From this point of view, the compositions of F. Liszt's transactional sphere can be divided as follows: Fantasie represents genus, the type is Transcription, and the species is Reminiscences and Paraphrase, which involves the synthesis of genres of transcription, fantasy, and reminiscences in time-space of retelling memories of fragments of opera compositions. Reliance on the provisions of the classification of the genre theory of the researcher allows us to establish that in the genre system Transcription - Fantasie - Reminiscences - Paraphrase in the works of F. Liszt the Transcription genre assumes the leading role, although in the composer Paraphrase as "the author's genre name is absent, acting on the level of principle" [4, 5].

In the legacy of F. Liszt there are found two concert paraphrases of fragments of Verdi's operas "Ernani" and "Rigoletto." Among the undiscovered works in the regular list of Liszt works, J. Milstein points out "Paraphrase on the fourth act of Don Sebastian" by Kullak [7, 418]. In his opinion, the works designated F. Liszt as "paraphrases on opera themes," the composer's work was no more. However, contrary to this statement of the researcher, for example, in the edition "Edition Peters" the leaf version of "Miserere" from the opera "Troubadour" is designated as "Troubadour-Paraphrase."

To the definitions of free, virtuosic transcriptions, given by G. Colton, E. Howard-Jones as concert compositions based on "recomposition," in connection with F. Liszt's work, the quality of transcendental virtuosity should be added. The presence of this quality makes it possible to define Paraphrase as transcendental virtuosic transcriptions. In this case, Paraphrase is a genre variety of free, obscure, virtuoso transcriptions in the style of de concert, in which the retelling of a fragment of the whole opera is subjected to compositional interpretation in the newly created artistic integrity.

The analysis of "Rigoletto. Paraphrase de Concert" (1859) F. Liszt made it possible to reveal that the fragment of the quartet from the third act of G. Verdi's opera Rigoletto (48-100 bar-lines) was the basis for the creation of the romantic composer. What influenced the election of the composer as the basis of Paraphrase this particular episode of the opera? In the opera genre, the ensemble, according to G. Ordzhonikidze, as a "specifically musical form" makes it possible to feel "the organic interconnection of various aspects of the drama, diversity in unity" [9, 27]. The musical ensemble, in this case the quartet, enabled F. Liszt to reveal irreconcilable contradictions, the struggle of strong characters, to expose the features of the images of the Duke, Maddalena, Gilda, Rigoletto due to the plasticity of the texture, the through development of the intoneme, using the creative method of Shakespiration, inherent in the thinking of the romantic composer.

The third act in the opera opens the Prelude, the scene and Duke's song "The Heart of the Beauties" (No. 15). Paraphrase F. Liszt also precedes Preludio, but the tonality (a-moll-E-dur), tempo (Adagio-Allegro), dynamics (pp-poco f), musical material are changed. Preludio compares two images from the quartet (No. 16) - the laughter of Maddalena and the suffering of Gilda. The two conducting of this contrasting musical material are divided timbrally (the laughter of Maddalena in the low, and the tears of Gilda in the high registers of the piano), the fermois, and if the first is designated a capriccio, poco f, then the second assumes a dynamic decline - mf with more accelerated movement - poco accelerando.

The third exercise is, as it were, the "splinters" of the Maddalena theme on p, interrupted by chords of staccato, where the theme of Rigoletto's revenge is guessed. A small expansion leads to the initial tempo and arpeggicated passages of poco Veloce, accelerando first in contrast dynamics (f-pp), and then the amplification of the dynamics suddenly breaks pp on the chromaticized quartet movement in the right and the triplets in the left hand in the high piano register. Due to the mentioned issue F. Liszt modulates into the tonality of the operatic source Des-dur (meaning the fragment of the quartet of Duke, Maddalena, Gilda, and Rigoletto, whose beginning is marked by the song of Duke "Oh, the Beauty of the Young" - 48-49 bar-lines). The Maddalena in a high register finishes the Preludio on pp theme, unlike the initial bars that sound in the bass key. Thus in Preludio, there is a sketch of the conflict, the personification of the images of Maddalena and Gilda, a contrasting juxtaposition of the idea of laughter and suffering.

F. Liszt for the first section (A) Paraphrase chose the stage of seduction - the second phase of the quartet from the third act of the opera by G. Verdi (48-49-63 bar-lines), where there is almost complete coincidence with the operatic source in terms of structure (16), tonality (Des-dur), tempo (Andante), register of the solo voice (tenor) in Duke's song "Oh, beautiful young woman".

The second section (B) returns the "dialogue" of the themes of the Maddalena and Gilda, but if the theme of suffering sounds in a high register corresponding to the soprano of the heroine, then the laughter of Maddalena (pp) is transcribed by Liszt from the orchestra party. In this section, there is a transformation of
64-71 quartet bar-lines, where the theme of laughter of Maddalena receives the most significant development, and Gilda's party is submitted precisely, except a certain change in the rhythmic structure of 69 and 71 bar-lines. Further F. Liszt sempre piu appassionato e crescendo modifies the theme of Maddalena, isolating a separate chant from her, which as a result of transformations turns into an intonim of the theme of Gilda's suffering. The second section completes the cadence, which performs the function of the watershed between the second and third sections of Paraphrase.

In the third section of Paraphrase (A1), the synthesis of the themes of Duke and Maddalena occurs, F. Liszt transcribes 74-81 quartet bar-lines. It would seem that the transcript follows Verdi's text, except the pass 72-73 bar-lines precisely, and setting forth Duke's song "Oh, the Beauty" somewhat changes the rhythmic structure. With 78 bar-lines of the quartet in Paraphrase, Maddalena's laughter is replaced by virtuoso passages sempre legato, pp sempre cord, and from 80 bar-lines is subjected to four transformations.

Cadentious construction leads to a repeat of the sheet variant 74-81 quartet bar-lines from the opera "Rigoletto" by G. Verdi. But the front of the 81 quartet bar-lines in F. Liszt's version precedes the development of the Duke's theme, and not the Maddalena, as was the case in the first version. The next farm marks the beginning of a three-stroke episode that fulfills the role of completing the third section.

Excluding 82 bar-lines of a quartet from the opera, F. Liszt then begins to transcribe 83-100 bar-lines from the original source of G. Verdi. The final, fourth section of Paraphrase is a "dialogue" between Gilda and Rigoletto, although the latter's part appears in the piano composition only from the fifth bar of this section. F. Liszt twice presents 83 and 84 quartet bar-lines, where dolce, con somma passionate the theme of Gilda's suffering "Heart is poor, be brave" sounds. Rigoletto's theme in Paraphrase is set out first by the sixteenth, then reinforced with arpeggiated octave passages rfz assai, marcatissimo.

Starting with 89 bar-lines, the sheet version of the J. Verdi quartet shows only the sufferings of Gilda p, dolce, in the high piano register, with the octave support of the thirty-second in the right and orchestral line in the left hand. Gradually there is a dynamic injection and 95-96 bar-lines. F. Liszt, where the "dialogue" of Gilda and Rigoletto again arises, is the dramatic culmination of the section rfz assai, marcatissimo, fff.

Further, in 97-100 bar-lines. The themes of Gilda and Rigoletto, surrounded by chromatic passages, sound in the first (Gilda) and small (Rigoletto) octaves marcat ed espressivo. Two dynamic waves lead to the final episode, wherein two measures F. Liszt returns the echoes of the Duke and Maddalena, sounding dolce una corda and pp respectively. The last step of the section is "dedicated" to Gilda. Fermata separates the fourth section from the codas.

The code (Presto) is a philosophical generalization of the operatic prototype in F. Liszt's conception, which he outlined in the genre Konzert-Paraphrase.

Conclusions. Reliance on the provisions of the classification of the genre theory E. Nazaioksky [8] allowed to establish a hierarchical system of relations between Fantasie, Transcription, Reminiscences and Paraphrase, and also to determine the place of Paraphrase in this system as a species, along with Reminiscences, which goes back to the genus Fantasie and the type of Transcription. Paraphrases in the works of F. Liszt appear at a later stage than Reminiscences ("Ernani, Paraphrase de Concert" - not later than 1849, revised in 1859, "Rigoletto, Paraphrase de Concert" - 1859). However, Paraphrase in F. Liszt's works does not play the role of genre generalization in the system of writings of the transcriptor sphere. On the contrary, Reminiscences, having reached the heyday, has a significant impact on the interpretation of Paraphrase, the essence of which is the transformation from salon into a concert genre. In this case, the opera fragments remain the object of reproduction in Paraphrase, and the method of recomposition is a retelling of pieces of operatic memories.

Analysis of "Rigoletto. Paraphrase de Concert" of F. Liszt allowed to reveal artistic methods and principles that operate in time-space compositions. The use of the reminiscence method is manifested in the conceptualization of the genre and philosophical interpretation of the operatic prototype. The interaction of the reminiscence method with fantasy is evidenced by the free sequence of episodes of the fragment of the quartet from the third act of the opera by G. Verdi. The method of synthesis is the interaction of genres of transcription, fantasy, reminiscences and opera, which unites the genre of Paraphrase. An important role in Paraphrase is taken by the composer Capriccio's remark, which makes it possible to see the genre features of Capriccio in the composition. The method of symphonism is expressed in a through development, and the method of Shakespearization is in gravitation towards drama, to philosophical generalization. Creating "Rigoletto. Paraphrase de Concert" F. Liszt applied the principles of transcendent virtuosity and concerts. Innovative treatment of Paraphrase in the works of F. Liszt means the beginning of a new history of the genre, the genre of Paraphrase of a new historical and artistic formation.
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